called in port. A few days later, W. F. Keller, the highest ranking surviving officer of the Monitor wrote a letter to his wife: "The Monitor," Keller penned, "is no more." 4 The ship, sunk that evening, was lost for over a century. In 1973, private citizens using fishing sonar found the wreck more than one thousand feet beneath the surface of Cape Hatteras (Figure 1) . 5 Calling the coast guard, the fishermen reported that the Monitor was lying upside down in a bed of sand. It was an undignified grave for a historic vessel-the first true iron warship with movable turrets. To the fishermen, though, the vessel was a nuisance. 6 It disrupted fishing. To historians and archaeologists, however, the Monitor is a unique vessel because of its innovations and because of its place in history. The Monitor is among the first naval byproducts of the industrial revolution, and marks the first sign of an emerging military-industrial complex.
The Monitor is valuable as a record of industrial innovation. Peter Veth, a leading maritime archaeologist and a professor at the University of Western Australia, advocates in his "Theoretical Approaches to Maritime Archaeology" that maritime archaeology should be best vested to those shipwrecks with significant "statutory heritage," meaning ancient vessels. 7 Veth make this argument because he believes that preserving ancient ships allows for the scientific community to observe "theoretical innovation" in a way that present ships do not. armies had thought that "the possession of an iron-armored ship" was a "first necessity," and were leaders in the construction of such vessels. 9 American maritime experts wanted a vessel that could fight in coastal waters and on the high seas. No other nation was invested in the creation of an ironclad. 10 European and Asian powers stuck to traditional vessels and thus archaeological sites from across the Atlantic lack similar artifacts. Most plans for the Monitor were lost, and those of the Virginia were burned. 11 By Veth's calculus, the Monitor's status as the first ironclad makes it valuable because it was one-of-a-kind.
The Monitor was a byproduct of the industrial revolution. Characterized by increases in manufacturing, iron construction, and the creation of steel, the industrial revolution is generally considered to have lasted from 1800-1840 in the United States. 12 Despite the revolution, the United States Navy had neglected to build new ships after the War of 1812; the Monitor was among the first in the modern Navy. 13 Designed by John Ericsson in 1861, the steam-driven 124-foot vessel was the prototype of a new class of industrial age armored warships with rotating turrets. 14 On the Monitor, sailors could work mechanical cranks to move a gun turret in the direction of their enemy and open fire without changing heading ( Figure 2 ). This developmentmade possible by gears and iron plating-was a novel break from days when ships with immovable cannon had to "tack" diagonally across the water in order to fire on an opponent. Further, industrial welding allowed the Monitor to be built in two segments. While earlier ships were built from the ground up, with each wooden plank connecting to the next, the Monitor had a preassembled trapezoidal hull that coupled with a pre-built cylindrical turret (Figure 3) .
that when sailing, the deck and hull were almost completely submerged, with only the pilothouse and turret above the waterline (Figure 4) . 18 The vessel's low profile made the Monitor difficult to hit, and allowed it to be move through the coastal waters of the United States with stealth.
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From an examination of the wreck, it becomes even more clear that Monitor was a product of the concerns of the industrial revolution. In the 1850s, the height of the industrial revolution in the United States, tactician James H. Ward lamented that heavy industry " geographical distance between the suppliers indicates not only that America was industrialized and able to ship materials, but of the emergence of a relationship between war and private industry.
Beyond stamps on hull-plating, the Monitor embodies the military-industrial complex because it was the first mass-produced warship. In modern naval practices, large corporate ship designs are often built and sold in "classes," meaning groups of ships that are of a similar design. 30 Sold in bulk, classes are traditionally used for twenty to forty years before the navy retires the vessels and orders a new class of ships. 31 The construction of the Monitor was the beginning of this practice. Many more Monitor style vessels were built. 32 These including socalled river monitors, which fought in the Battle of Mobile Bay and in the Mississippi River
Campaigns of the late Civil War. 33 Abroad, Europeans copied the Monitor design. In 1864, only a year after the Monitor sank, Sir Edward Reed, the Chief Constructor of the Royal Navy, designed a "breastwork monitor" class of ships, attempting to improve on the Monitor design. 34 Reed added additional armor, and funnels, and upper deck gun turrets to what he believed was the original Monitor design ( Figure 5 ). 35 An examination of the Monitor wreck, however, demonstrates that the Monitor and the subsequent breastwork monitor vessels were even more alike than previously realized (Figure 6, 7) . Surviving plans indicate that less armor was on the commercial firms is significant because it is a marked change from previous military affairs, where weapons and tools were either provided by the sailor, or built from scratch by the navy.
While earlier wrecks show a mixture of both methods of outfitting a ship, the Monitor is the first wreck to document the Navy's transition to purchasing private civilian goods for use on ships.
The 
